
Internet campaign to arrest Joseph Kony
A video aimed at bringing about the arrest of the fugitive head of Uganda's Lord's 
Resistance Army rebels, Joseph Kony, has gone viral on the Internet. The 30-
minute film, called “Kony 2012”, has had over 15 million views on YouTube and 
Vimeo and over 150,000 comments. The video is part of a campaign created by 
the Invisible Children non-profit group to bring Kony to justice. The Ugandan 
warlord is accused of being responsible for more than 30,000 deaths, forcing 
children to be sex slaves and of exploiting child soldiers. In 2005, the 
International Criminal Court issued a warrant for his arrest. The campaign was 
one of the top trending topics on Twitter on Wednesday, along with news of the 
new iPad. 

The video says: “KONY 2012 is a film and campaign…that aims to make Joseph 
Kony famous, not to celebrate him, but to raise support for his arrest.” It has 
picked up the support of major celebrities. Hip-hop star Sean "Diddy" Combs 
wrote on Twitter: "Dear Joseph Kony…We will stop you.” He asked all 6,000,000 of 
his followers to forward his tweet to others. However, the video has attracted 
criticism from those who say it oversimplifies a complex issue. Canadian political 
scientist Grant Oyston has started a blog called "Visible Children" in which he 
writes: “These problems are highly complex…and…aren't of the nature that can be 
solved by postering, film-making and changing your Facebook profile picture.” 

VIRAL: Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate 
with the word ‘viral’. Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. 
Together, put the words into different categories. 

CAMPAIGN: How could these campaigns be successful? Complete this table with your 
partner(s). Change partners and share what you wrote. Change and share again.

Campaign to… Campaign name Campaign tactics

end a war   

reduce litter   

end hunger   

raise literacy   

save the panda   

promote equality   



WARM-UP
1)Do you give to charity? If not, why not? If so, which ones?
2) Have you ever stood up for someone else?
3) Is your country involved in any military action abroad? Do you support this 
involvement?
4) Who are the world’s worst criminals?

Slacktivism

Slacktivism is a new word. It is a combination of “slacker” & activism”. A slacker is a lazy person who 
avoids work. Thus, slacktivism is a lazy kind of activism done by people who feel good by sharing 
and promoting issues online without investing money or taking any real action.
 
Questions: 1) Are you a slacktivist? 2) Is online activism worthwhile or worthless? 3) What role will 
social media have in tomorrow’s politics?

Match the words with their meaning.
1. horrifying
2. displace (verb)
3. found (verb)
4. influence (verb)
5. apprehend (verb)
6. unconventional
7. go viral (phr. verb)
8. merchandise
9. recognition
10. ensure
11. complex

a. things you can buy that are connected with an event/group
b. unusual; different
c. become popular online incredibly quickly
d. terrifying; scary
e. capture; arrest
f. have an effect on a situation so it changes
g. difficult to understand
h. force people to move from their home to another place
i. make certain
j. to start an organization 
k. awareness; realization; knowledge

Campaign (Optional -- Pair Work) 
With a partner, decide what are the top problems facing your country or the world today (e.g. 
government corruption, drug abuse, etc). Then, pick a problem and spend 2-3 minutes 
developing an unconventional campaign to help solve the issue. When finished, present your 
ideas to the class.
Kony 2012 ESL Lesson Plan: Discussion Questions

1) Would you donate money to Invisible Children?
2) Would you support sending your country’s troops to stop Kony? 
3) You are camping in the wild and you come across two other campers, fighting, in the 

forest. One man is hurting the other, badly. There are no police nearby to call. What do 
you do? Why?
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